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All right. I may have lied to you and about you, and made a few

pronouncements a bit too sweeping, perhaps, and possibly forgotten

to tag the bases here or there,

And damned your extravagance, and maligned your tastes, and libeled

your relatives, and slandered a few of your friends,

O.K.,

Nevertheless, come back. 

                                           - Kenneth Fearing

                            from Love 20 cents the First Quarter Mile

  

All works are for sale, please inquire to:

BW&H .......Contact Kevin Rita

BW&H .......Contact Steven Harvey

Steven Harvey

Steven Harvey Fine Art Projects LLC

780 Riverside Drive, #5aa

New York, NY 10032

212-281-2281

steven@shfap.com

www.shfap.com

or

Kevin Rita

Brick Walk Fine Art

322 Park Road

West Hartford, Ct 06119

860-233-1730

brickwalk@sbcglobal.net

www.artnet.com: Brick Walk Fine Art



Welcome to the second Brick Walk & Harvey catalog of works for sale. Brick Walk & Harvey 

is a collaboration between Steven Harvey of steven harvey fine art projects in New York and 

Kevin Rita of Brick Walk Fine Art in West Hartford, Connecticut. Our mission is to bring works 

of interest to your attention. Our first catalog focused on the generation of artists who came 

of age after World War I I, many of whom studied with Hans Hofmann, along with the genera-

tion of painters who followed them. This time we include subsequent generations of painters in 

their twenties, thirties and forties. We are particularly happy to present works from the estates 

of Gandy Brodie, John Heliker, Earl Kerkam and Seymour Remenick, post war New York paint-

ers much acknowledged by their peers and perceptive critics of the period. Thomas Hess wrote 

about Earl Kerkam that he ”walked around like a ghost from a Kenneth Fearing socialist-realist 

poem of the 1930’s. And the fantastic thing about that ghost, color of tobacco juice and cherry-

phosphate, was that it sheltered a pure dream of delectable painting.” This catalog is dedicated 

to the spirit of Earl Kerkam (1891-1965). For purposes of clarity there is a code at the bottom 

of each page indicating which dealer to contact for a specific work. We hope you enjoy looking 

through this as much as we enjoy working with the material. We look forward to being in touch 

with you. 

Steven Harvey

steven harvey fine art projects

Kevin Rita

Brick Walk Fine Art
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Peter Acheson b.1954

Untitled, 2002  (top left)
Oil on canvasboard
9/78 x 8 7/8 inches

Untitled, 2002  (top right)
Watercolor on paper
11 1/2 x 14 1/2 inches

Exhibited
New York, Elizabeth Harris Gallery,
Peter Acheson, 2002

Untitled, 2002  (bottom)
Oil on wood
11 7/8 x 11 5/8 inches

Peter Acheson’s curious, quirky, and beautiful paintings create a world of both elegance and grainy toughness; of 

high pictorial refinement and a poignant vulnerability. John Yau has written that “what elevates Acheson’s paintings 

into their singularity is his ability to concentrate on perception. He alludes to pictographs, but the paintings are not 

pictographic. Rather, the visual language is both familiar and remote, individual and nameless…Acheson often juxta-

poses different visual languages (a field of arabesques, a closed linear rectangle, a pattern of crisscrossing vertical 

and horizontal lines), each in a different color or color combination. And while the linear rectangle feels complete, 

the other two seem like glimpses of something larger. This and other tensions weave a complexity into the paintings, 

causing them to unfold.”

Craig Olson has noted that “there are allegiances here to painters like Forrest Bess and Myron Stout, especially in 

the works’ diminutive, devotional scale, as well as the unhesitatingly direct brushwork. But these paintings feel much 

more from the heart and less iconic. The feeling is that these images are truly found, not through a heroic struggle, 

but through quiet backwoods engagements leading to small personal meditations.”

Peter Acheson was born in Washington, D.C. and received his BFA from Yale University. He has had a number of 

one person exhibitions at Elizabeth Harris Gallery, New York, and his group exhibitions include a show with Andrew 

Masullo and Chris Martin, and “Sense Ability,” curated by Cecily Kahn. 



P L A T E
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Lennart Anderson  b.1928

Still Life with Apple and Paper Cup c.1968  (opposite)
Oil on board
13 x 16 inches

Exhibited
New York, James Graham and Sons, 
Lennart Anderson, 1969

Provenance
Acquired from James Graham and Sons, 1969
Private Collection, NYC

Still Life with Apples 2007  (below)
Oil on canvas panel
11 ¾ x 11 ¾ inches

Lennart Anderson is one of the great contemporary still 

life painters, and between these two paintings, sepa-

rated by forty years, we can trace the line of his career.

 In the early still life, an austere arrangement of a bowl, 

a paper cup, a palette knife, an apple and a lemon is 

developed with subtle crescendos of pigment built up 

with a palette knife. Sullied lemon yellows adjoin rosy 

ochres creating a dry hermetic atmosphere like that of a 

Roman fresco. The limited palette is all the more intense 

for the harmony that results. 

An Anderson of recent vintage operates from a rich 

color intuition that makes glowing red marks stand 

for an apple and winy caput mortum for ground. Critic 

Lance Esplund wrote recently about Anderson, that “In 

the still lives, islands of bright color, recognizable form 

and assured contour interrupt saturated fog.” 

Anderson was born in  Detroit and studied at the Art 

Institute of Chicago and Cranbrook. He studied at the 

Art Student League in 1954 with Edwin Dickinson. He 

retired from teaching as a “distinguished professor” in 

Brooklyn College’s MFA program. He is a member of the 

American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters and 

is an associate of the National Academy of Design. His 

work is included in the permanent collections of the The 

Hirshhorn Museum, The Brooklyn Museum, The Whitney 

Museum of American Art and The Cleveland Museum of 

Art among others.
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Richard Baker  b.1959

Primaries Too  2001
Oil on canvas on wood
12 x 12 inches

Exhibited
New York, Joan Washburn Gallery,
Richard Baker, 2001

Richard Baker’s paintings feature flowers, fruit, lemonade with sugar cubes, martinis with olives, blueberries, wa-

termelons, crackers, and lobsters. His style engages layers of art historical references: Synthetic Cubism, American 

Modernism and Trompe l’oeil, Dutch genre painting, and Surrealism. 

In an exhibition review Hilton Kramer wrote “At his best, he’s as good as Magritte, and his wit is a lot subtler when he 

confers an atmosphere of anxiety upon objects ordinarily resistant to it-which is to say that Mr. Baker seems to have 

derived from Surrealism elements of wit and anxiety, but without the vulgarity and showmanship. There is, of course, 

another way of responding to Mr. Baker’s still-life compositions-a more straightforward way-and that’s simply to sa-

vor his accomplishments as a first-rate realist.”

Richard Baker attended the Maryland Institute, College of Art and and the School of the Museum of Fine Arts in Bos-

ton. He lives and works in Brooklyn, NY.
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Chuck Bowdish  b.1959

Girl and House Finch  2009
Oil on canvas
52 x 40 inches

Exhibited 
New York, Gallery Schlesinger, Chuck Bowdish: Under this enormous sky..., 2009

 
The poignant gesture of a girl releasing a small bird encapsulates the condensation of feeling in this Brooklyn-based 

artist’s work. Mario Naves describes how…“Bowdish imagines distant vistas haunted by isolated figures.” Here the 

girl seems to be letting go of innocence in the midst of a foggy field.  The pose of the figure resonates against the 

densely over painted grey sky. Bowdish for years now has developed a multi-faceted studio practice working in wa-

tercolor, drawing, collage, painting and sculpture. What distinguishes his work is the consistent visionary inventive-

ness of his compositions, intermingled with a sure plastic ability and painterly handling. 

Bowdish first studied art at The Ringling College of Art and Design in Florida. He studied at the New York Studio 

School  with Gretna Campbell and Nick Carone and received a full scholarship to attend the New York Academy of 

Art.  His work was surveyed at Gallery Schlesinger in June, 2009. His watercolors will be exhibited this fall in New 

York at Coleman Bancroft LLC. He has recently published an artist book of drawings and text entitled American 

Dream: drawings from a rough childhood.
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Katherine Bradford  b.1942

Revelers, Red Boats  2007
Oil on canvas
54 x 72 inches

Exhibited
New York, Edward Thorpe Gallery
Katherine Bradford: By Life and By Land,
Recent Paintings, 2007

Katherine Bradford is a painter who happily follows where the creative process leads her both in terms of surface, 

form and color, as well as how shapes become objects, figures, boats, and bridges. Remaining open in the act of 

putting down paint creates fresh narratives, stages and scenes. Bradford has observed “I read that Enzo Cucci said 

that he doesn’t paint the ocean, he paints the presence of the ocean. I’m trying to paint a feeling about what it’s like 

on the open seas at night—a really intoxicating feeling-I think we’re trying to speak a language, a visual language, 

and it takes a long time to develop a very personal vocabulary. It certainly took me years and years to find my own 

voice. And I wouldn’t say it has anything to do with age; it had to do with sticking to it, and doing it a lot, like an ath-

lete. At the same time, it doesn’t mean that you know what you are doing—you just have to trust in being the blind 

mole.”

Katherine Bradford was born in New York, NY and received a BA from Bryn Mawr College and an MFA from State 

University of New York at Purchase. Bradford maintains studios in Brooklyn, NY and Brunswick, Maine. Her work is in 

the collections of the Smith College Museum, the Brooklyn Museum, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
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Gandy Brodie   (1925-1975)

Nest 1968  (below)
Oil on wood
10 x 13 ½ inches

Mushrooms  c.1975  (opposite)
Mixed media on paper 
18 x 24 inches

Provenance 
Estate of the artist

Gandy Brodie grew up in the lower east side of New 

York City and was a self-taught painter (albeit one 

whom Hans Hofmann welcomed into Friday Night criti-

cism sessions at his  school.) Thomas Hess included 

Brodie in his seminal 1956 article on the second gener-

ation of the New York school and Meyer Schapiro, who 

met Brodie in 1946, praised him as “one of the best 

painters of his age, his generation.” Along with other 

painters such as Bob Thompson, Wolf Kahn and Robert 

De Niro, Brodie employed imagery as a way of moving 

past the hegemony of abstraction in the fifities. Objects 

were isolated- a lone city tree against a grey field cuffed 

with wire supports, a single tenement facade, or the 

arching arabesque of his City Anguish inspired by the 

metalwork of the Williamsburg Bridge. Schapiro writes 

that Brodie’s vison “embraced the fragility and solitude 

of living things”  and that  he “painted not only dark 

slum walls and strata of hard rock but also “the little 

bird, the eggs in the nest, the young deer, the fallen 

branch, the wilted flower, in a long patient effort to real-

ize their mysterious qualities through a painted surface 

as material and as exposed to time as the objects 

themselves.” Brodie built up a dense surface quality in 

his painting physically equivalent to what he depicted.

His meditations on the natural world were intensified by 

by his move to Vermont where he established the Gandy 

Brodie School of Art. The painting on paper of mush-

rooms included here and his classic painting of robins 

eggs in their nest painted on a roughly sawed plank of 

wood exemplify the purity and directness of his vision of 

nature.  
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Pat de Groot  b.1930

Tough Light  2002
Oil on board
12 x 11 inches

Exhibited
Provincetown, MA, Albert Merola Gallery
Pat de Groot, 2003

Pat de Groot moved to Provincetown in 1956 with her husband, painter Nanno de Groot, and in 1962 they built the 

house on the water in which she still lives and paints. In a review of her first one person exhibition at the legend-

ary Pat Hearn Gallery, Ken Johnson wrote that “although modest in scale and subtle in their optical effects, Ms. de 

Groot’s paintings exude a concentrated sense of spiritual and aesthetic purpose -- part Zen, part American Tran-

scendentalist, part Modernist formalist. Each picture measures a squarish 12 by 11 inches and most have a hard-

edged horizon line near the middle. Contradicting the horizontal expanse of conventional seascape painting, Ms. de 

Groot’s works have a blocky presence that calls to mind Robert Ryman and Agnes Martin. She uses a palette knife to 

apply paint straight from the tube and this adds to the feeling of Minimalist physicality. But each painting also records 

with exquisite specificity conditions of light, color and weather. The whiteout of a dense, bright fog; the crisp con-

trasts of a sunny day with cumulous clouds mounded under a clear blue sky; the thickly scumbled whitecaps on a 

dull green sea beneath a turbulent gray ceiling: in these, one feels the sensual reality of both the world and the paint 

the way one does with Monet or Pissarro.”

This painting is a beautiful example of de Groot’s particular aesthetic: rigorous, concentrated and the result of long 

and deep observation. 

Pat de Groot is having a retrospective exhibition, Window to the Sea: Birds, Light and Water, at the Provincetown 

Art Association and Museum in the summer of 2009.
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John Heliker  (1909-2000)

Cove with Boat  c.1970
Oil on canvas
21 x 24 inches

Provenance
Estate of the artist

In 1958 John Heliker purchased an old sea-captain’s house on Cranberry Island in Maine with his partner, the painter 

Robert Lahotan. Heliker became one of a chorus of highly individual voices (including Marin and Hartley) who trans-

lated the northern motif of Maine into pictorial form. Interested in the larger community of the arts, he numbered 

among his friends Phillip Guston, John Cage and Merce Cunningham. He taught painting at Columbia University and 

had a retrospective at The Whitney Museum of American Art in 1968. 

What remains for us in his work is his highly personal stitchery. With his skittish locating marks, Heliker explores 

the traditional genres- landscape, still life and figure almost as one learning to see. He wrote “After some especially 

intense experience in nature, I often take a blank canvas back and, with no very specific idea in mind, start to put 

down a few lines, establish a few shapes and color relationships, until gradually an idea emerges expressive of the 

experience.” 

Having moved from a kind of architectural and fractal abstraction in the forties and fiifties we can see in this c.1970 

landscape how Heliker developed an organic approach to painting from life that naturally married drawing to painting 

and how nature became his principal source of abstraction.

John Heliker’s work is in many important public collections  including the Metropolitan Museum, the Museum of Mod-

ern Art, the Brooklyn Museum, the Walker Art Center, the Philadelphia Museum and the Whitney Museum,
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Peter Joyce  b.1964

La Coupelasse  2008
Acrylic and collage on board
36 x 32 inches

Exhibited
Cambridge, England, Lynne Stover Gallery,
Peter Joyce, New Paintings, 2009

Peter Joyce is a British-born painter who is now based in Bouin, France. It is flat there, very flat. A world of salt 

marshes and muddy creeks, of sea walls marking the deep water of channels that lead to old wooden quays where 

fishing boats moor, of distant horizons and massive skies. It is this world that Peter Joyce paints with such strength 

and clarity. He abstracts the landscape as his fellow countrymen Peter Lanyon, Ben Nicholson, and John Piper did, 

but with his own particular vision and methodology. The observed world is tilted and stacked, turned and flattened, 

and what were oyster paths or channels or fishing huts become sensuous curves and shapes arranged around a de-

fined horizon line. It is with this distillation and transformation that Peter Joyce finds the essential poetry of place, a 

poetry honed by lengthy walks and deep observation. Constable famously said, “I should paint my own places best” 

and much the same could be said of Peter Joyce.

Peter Joyce was born in Dorset, England and he attended The Arts Institure, Bournemouth and studied Fine Art at 

Stourbridge College of Technology and Art. He has exhibited widely and his work is held internationally in many fine 

private and public collections. 
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Earl Kerkam  (1891-1965)

Head (Self-Portrait with Head on verso) 1950
Oil on canvasboard
28 x 22 inches
In handcarved Carl Laughlin frame

Provenance
Estate of the artist

During the fifties, Earl Kerkam, often working in borrowed quarters, such as the studio of his friend Franz Kline, 

painted figures and still lifes. Having spent a great deal of his time in France, we can now see Kerkam’s work as 

a connecting thread between the School of Paris and the New York School.  Kerkam was much admired by other 

painters.His approbation meant a great deal to them. In one case Jackson Pollock came into the Cedar Bar holding 

a postcard he’d received from Kerkam proclaiming that “Earl says I’m not bad.” After Kerkam died in 1965, a group 

of painters including De Kooning, Rothko and Guston wrote to the Museum of Modern Art requesting they mount an 

exhibition of his work, for “Kerkam in our eyes is one of the finest painters to come out of America.” Phillp Guston 

told Lois Orswell, a Kerkam collector, that he “is the best painter of any of us.”  

Kerkam grew up in Virginia. After studying in several different schools, including that of Robert Henri, by the time he 

was twenty, he had become  a successful painter of promotional posters for movie theater lobbies, ultimately work-

ing for Warner Brothers. It is said that students at the Pennsylvania Academy would troop down to see Kerkam’s 

painted posters as they changed weekly. Kerkam abandoned this lucrative career to “get a college education in art,” 

by studying in Paris. Kerkam traveled back and forth between Paris and New York over the next three decades.

His monumental heads in oil (along with his still lifes) are his greatest achievement. Louis Finkelstein describes them 

as the “subjects of the loner, the contemplative. They are, moreover, the subjects of pure painting, of painting di-

vorced from literature, from topicality, from anything that will turn it aside from realizing its essential nature.”

The present example compares favorably with the male figure from the Muriel Kallis Newman collection of the Metro-

politan Museum, as well as the Kerkam head in the Fogg collection donated by Lois Orswell. A delicate harmony of 

misty turquoise, yellow and violet enlivens the monumental enigmatic presence of the figure. Kerkam reportedly said 

that “the important art (of our time) will be classical painting with a ying yang twist.” Kerkam combined the directness 

of a Fayum head with the color invention of the painters from New York who so admired him. 

An exhibition of Kerkam’s work is planned  for the Painting Center in New York City in the autumn of 2010.
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Kurt Knobelsdorf  b.1979 

Landsdale  2007  (below)
Oil on panel
10 ½ x 11 inches

Lancaster Pike  2006  (opposite)
Oil on panel
11 x 9 inches

Kurt Knobelsdorf, a young painter from Philadelphia, 

paints architecture, landscape and figures from life, 

his own photography and found imagery. After winning 

awards at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts he 

came under the influence of EM Saniga (seen elsewhere 

in this catalog.) What they share as painters is a com-

mitment to the infinite potentiality of a small rectangle 

and a tenebrous, dry surface that loves the middle to 

darker tone.  Despite their distressed qualities, these 

panels display a startling freshness.  

Lancaster Pike describes a crossroads that might have 

stepped out of Robert Frank’s The Americans. Similarly 

in Landsdale, a pair of ladies in front of their door feels 

like an animated snapshot from along the road. In fact 

the artist painted this from an old Polaroid he found on 

the street. There is a sense that Knobelsdorf is chan-

neling imagery, whether in the direct paintings he does 

outdoors such as Lancaster Pike or in his images from 

found sources.  

The marks and scratches in the paint and his tamped 

down color reflect life’s fragility. These are paintings that 

understand the reality of  experience lived hard. That 

they understand the potency of images as well as the 

ability of painterly facture to deliver visual information is 

part of their small miracle.
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Robert Kulicke   (1924-2007)

Untitled (Single Pear)  c.1962
Oil on silk on masonite
8 x 6 inches

Robert Kulicke, painter, designer, inventor, framer, and jeweler, was truly a renaissance man. The son and brother of 

designing engineers, he grew up in Philadelphia, studied painting at Tyler School Of Art and design at the Philadel-

phia Museum School. In art school he developed an interest in framing, and in 1949 went to Paris to study painting 

with Leger, and to apprentice himself to master French framers. 

A major turning point in Kulicke’s career occurred in 1957 when he framed 300 works by the Italian master Giorgio 

Morandi for a retrospective exhibition, organized by Lionell Venturi, at the World House Gallery in New York. This 

historic exhibition offered a more comprehensive view of Morandi than had ever before been seen in America, and 

provided a major impetus for Kulicke to devote more time to his own painting. It was also at this time, not coinci-

dentally, that Kulicke began to create the beautiful painterly still lifes of pears, oranges, and flowers that have come 

to define him as an artist. 

This lovely and rather iconic painting creates a universe in which time has been made to stand still, a metaphysical 

sense of something being caught and held against the inevitable decay, even the light and the air suspended and 

glowing in its own warmth and permanence.
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Sangram Majumdar  b.1976

Table Lamp  2004  (below)
Charcoal and graphite on paper
26 x 41 inches

Nightlife 1  2009  (opposite)
Oil on canvas
48 x 42 inches

These two images by the young painter Sangram Ma-

jumdar indicate a  painter of suggestive narratives with 

an eye for Hitchcockian detail. Yet that is only a partial 

reading of his work. Nightlife 1 depicts a mysterious 

nocturne. A young woman awakened at night visits the 

kitchen. She is framed by a large rubber plant. Above 

her is a Chinese lantern. More mysterious yet are two 

elements- a small cruciform of light –like a tiny figure, 

arms outstretched, on the floor and the large shadow 

behind the woman which suggests an entirely different 

female figure reaching up.

Similarly, in his drawing Table Lamp, we view the light 

source through the elaborate framing of a staircase. 

Constructed as an assymtrical stack of triangles, Table 

Lamp shows Majumdar as a kind of cubist realist.

Scott Noel, in an essay about Majumdar’s work, char-

acterizes him as a ”perceptual painter rather than a 

realist.”  Majumdar’s work is always about the reality of 

the painted surface as much as building an image.His 

tightrope walk in between picture, history and surface 

lends his work its density.

After obtaining a BFA at The Rhode Island School of 

Design Majumdar received his Master’s degree at Indi-

ana  University. He teaches at Maryland Institute College 

of Art. He is a 2009 recipient of a Marie Walsh Sharpe 

studio award residency. There will be an exhibition of his 

work at the Laguna College of Art and Design in August 

2009. He will have exhibitions of his drawings at Cole-

man Bancroft LLC and his paintings at Gallery Schle-

singer in New York in December 2009. 
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Ruth Miller  b.1930

Cabbage on Kitchen Range 1991
Oil on paper
18 x 22 inches

Ruth Miller is an alchemist who transforms the ordinary and humble objects of the world, in this case a cabbage on 

a stove, into something gleaming and majestic. She is a painter, as critic Nancy Grimes observes, “whose meditative 

engagement with nature is revealed in her quiet and subtle works. It is not uncommon for Miller to return again and 

again to the same motif or source…and search for its significant form. Miller’s sense of touch; of brush to canvas 

or pencil to paper, is shaped by the feeling she has for the space that is sensed moving out and around her and the 

feeling of space is revealed by her decisive and expressive images. Searching for the right mark, in a physical way, is 

the counterpart to her searching for the rightness of the visual metaphor for her experience.”

Ruth Miller has long been associated with the New York Studio School as a teacher and critic. She has been a visit-

ing artist at numerous schools across the country and her work is in many fine private and public collections. 
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Graham Nickson  b.1946

Grey and Yellow-Orange Sunset (Rome) 1973  (below)
Oil on canvas
11 ½ x 13 ¾ inches

Study for Tracks 1989  (opposite)
Charcoal on paper
29 1/2 x 37 1/2 inches

 

After receiving an English Prix de Rome in 1972, Gra-

ham Nickson packed up the contents of his studio and 

carried them with him to Italy. In a rain storm, the day he 

arrived, someone broke into his car and stole the port-

folio containing all the work he’d brought. “This event 

inevitably made me change plans to continue certain 

ongoing projects, so I was forced to reconsider options. 

Standing in front of a spectacular sky on the roof of the 

studio I had this realization that probably the most dan-

gerous thing to be painting at that time was the subject 

of the sunrise or the sunset. After that moment I painted 

every sunset and sunrise for the next two years in Italy.”

This dramatic origin was the starting place for Nickson’s 

massive oeuvre that includes often monumental oils and 

acrylics on canvas, large scale charcoal drawings and 

the ongoing series of watercolors that grow directly from 

Nickson’s Roman experiences, of sunsets and sunrises 

all over the world. 

The surprising harmony of Grey and Yellow-Orange 

Sunset (Rome) speaks to Rothko’s canvases with simi-

lar color chords. Yet its eccentricity of form in the clouds 

and the delicate drawing of the trees and buidlings on 

the  horizon relates to Corot and other early plein air 

painters in Italy. 

This beach drawing, a charcoal study with its wonderful 

sense of softness and depth is related to the painting 

Tracks (of which there are several versions.) It recalls 

John Russell’s words about Nickson’s drawings of the 

beach at Wainscott, Long Island. “He knows, for in-

stance, that the lifeguard’s high chair is one of the most 

evocative of everyday objects. Not only is it a particu-

larly assertive piece of geometry, but it also confers the 

ability to see farther and see more than the rest of us.” 

Graham Nickson is the Dean of the New York Studio 

School of Drawing, Painting and Sculpture. His next 

exhibition will be Edge of the Day, a selection of water-

colors at The Monmouth Museum in July/August 2009.  

His work is included in the permanent collections of the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Museum of Modern 

Art, The Fogg Art Museum at Harvard University and 

The Neuberger Museum of Art among other institutions. 

He is the originator of the “Drawing Marathon” which 

he has made part of his teaching practice around the 

world. 
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Seymour Remenick  (1923-1999)

Trees and Buildings  (opposite) 
Oil on paper 
8 3/8 x 16 1/8 inches

Along the Canal  (opposite-below)
Ink on paper 
7 ½ x 11 1/8 inches

Provenance
Estate of the artist

Fairfield Porter wrote about Seymour Remenick in 1960, “It is as though in Remenick the nineteenth-century 

achieved a belated success...his paintings, with their apparently old fashioned qualities, compete successfully with 

the most avante-garde painting in terms of the avante-garde. Though he may not mean to do this, Remenick ex-

presses as well as it is expressed today, the idea that the ends of painting are to be found in its means.” Porter cap-

tures the purity of Remenick’s means, oil color, ink wash, or watercolor, often on paper, and in a small format, done 

outdoors accurately note place and light and yet lift off as delicate painterly improvisations.   

In a marvelous meditation on Remenick’s drawings, the poet James Schuyler developed an erudite travelog of refer-

ences. He saw echoes of Fragonard, Goya, Tiepolo and Guardi. In fact, Remenick  could make Philadelphia rooftops 

seem like Toledo and he  made Manayunk, the working class factory town outside of Philadelphia where he painted, 

into his own Europa encompassing all the Europe that mattered to him. 

In A Painter’s Prayer, Remenick wrote “Release me from solving artificial problems and keep me from attempting to 

emulate the models of great accomplishment. Let me be humble before nature, allow me the inner peace to be con-

tent with expressing community everyday life, to abide in and be animated by the human spirit.” Seymour was not by 

any means humble in his ambition and his work delivers jolts to those seeking distilled aesthetic experience.

Remenick studied with Hans Hofmann for two years where he met Paul Resika and Paul Georges after which he re-

turned to Philadelphia to study at the Pennsylvania Academy of Art, where he later taught in the seventies and eight-

ies. His work is included in the permanent collections of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Hirschhorn Museum, 

the National Museum of American Art and the Philadelphia Museum of Art.
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Paul Resika  b.1928

Leaves and Sail 2009
Oil on canvas
51 x 38 inches

In Leaves and Sail, Paul Resika, like Matisse and Bonnard before him, achieves a synthesis of the two polarities of 

landscape- North and South. In the process, he forwards his vocabulary of  a universal language of saturated color, 

bountiful form and dancing arabesque. This is a studio painting,  removed from the inventory of minutiae in out-

door painting. However, studio paintings must give us the sensation of outdoors, the shock of stepping through the 

leaves, out of shade into the light. Resika is a master of that fiction, creating a distilled vision of nature out of zep-

pelin leaves bobbing around a golden glowing triangular sail. In the Hofmann tradition, Resika seeks always to push 

the relationships in his paintings further. The critic John Yau writes, “In his depictions of boats (flat, geometric forms) 

occupying an elemental world (water, light), the viewer recognizes that the artist is reflecting on the relationship be-

tween materiality and immateriality, the solid world and the dissolving power of light and water…”  

Paul Resika is a member of both the National Academy of Design and American Academy of Arts and Letters. His 

work is included in the permanent collections of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Museum of Modern Art and 

The National Museun of American Art, among many others.  
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EM Saniga  b.1946

Skunk Cabbage and Pottery 2008-09
Oil on panel
18 x 24 inches

EM Saniga discovers a strange dimension in the everyday life surrounding him in Lancaster County. He says “I paint 

this because this is what I know.”  This still life arrangement is of an unusual blossom, which he says, “emerges each 

spring near a seep from a spring.” Skunk Cabbage, named for the malodorous scent of its crushed leaves, is like a 

surrealist sculptural object. The blossoms emerge, unfurl and decay in an  exaggerated and accelerated  fashion. 

Saniga first painted Skunk Cabbage in 1986 while he was under the influence of the still life painter Bruce Kurland. 

From Kurland, Saniga absorbed a meticulous gleaming shallow space for objects on ledges that harkened back to 

Peto and Peale. Some twenty plus years on, Saniga now has his own space, somewhat deeper, grey with the dim-

ming light of dusk.  An overcast wine colored tabletop against a mustard wall. A series of rhyming blues and whites. 

The fetid atmosphere of strange blossoms.  

E M Saniga is a scientist and distinguished professor of Information Technology at the University of Delaware as well 

as a painter. He had a one man show of his paintings at Gallery Schlesinger in March 2009. Saniga sponsors the 

Charles X. Carlson residency at his home in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, in conjunction with the Pennsylvania 

Academy of Fine Arts. His work is included in the permanent collection of the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Art.
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Stuart Shils  b.1954

Irish Coast in Brilliant Sun with Clear Sky 1997
Oil on paper mounted on museum board
11 ¾ x 11 ¼ inches

Exhibited
New York, Tibor de Nagy Gallery, Stuart Shils, Recent Paintings, 1997

Provenance
Tibor de Nagy Gallery, New York   
Private Collection

Stuart Shils is an artist of both great pictorial refinement and dramatic emotion. For many years he painted in and 

around Ballycastle, on the wild northwestern coast of County Mayo, Ireland and it was here that this urban painter 

of “solid mass” began to investigate the tenuous border between representation and abstraction. In an exhibition 

essay on the artist’s work, Justin Spring writes, “These beautifully focused small works are intimate in scale, sug-

gesting that they have been designed for domestic spaces. They are inspired by European art of nearly two centuries 

ago, but they partake in the contemporary dialogue of New York painting. In recognizing and emulating the genius of 

Corot and other European, pre-modern masters and by incorporating them into what is essentially a contemporary 

style, Shils, an American painter, has suggested new ways to consider the politics and precedents of landscape in 

contemporary painting.” Stuart Shils studied at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts and Philadelphia College of 

Art. Mr. Shils is the recipient of a Pollock-Krasner Foundation Grant, a National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship 

and a Ballinglen Arts Foundation Fellowship for Residency in Ballycastle, Ireland.  
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